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hi simon, i don't have paypal account or visa card to pay for your ebook because i am here in china and i currently do not have register any bank card that could pay overseas bills.my exam is only five days from now, so how could i buy your ebook. i really want to have one of this ebook that you wrote because i found your website much useful. hi, i don't have paypal account or visa card to pay for your ebook because i am here in china and i currently do not have register any bank card that could pay overseas bills.my exam is only five days from now, so how could i buy your
ebook. i really want to have one of this ebook that you wrote because i found your website much useful. discover everything youll need to know in order to write well for the ielts test, whether you are planning to take the academic or the general training version. ielts writing will help test takers learn several essential skills, including: task achievement: follow a three-step model to plan, write, and revise your essays coherence and cohesion: practice organizing your writing and connecting ideas lexical resource: build your vocabulary and use it correctly grammatical range and

accuracy: review rules and practice applying them to your writing each section leads you step-by-step through the process of writing an essay in response to a particular task. learn how to apply what youve learned to the types of questions youll have to respond to on the test and how to complete your responses within the time limits, and more. an appendix includes a selection of essays written in response to ielts writing tasks.
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here is a band 8 ielts essay sample submitted by one of our students. send us your writing samples for a free band score estimate or get a detailed analysis of your writing for a fee. band 8 ielts essay sample this advantage disadvantage essay is not asking for your opinion. you could simply write one paragraph on the
advantages and another on the disadvantages.{ez_ad_units.push([[300,250],'ieltsbuddy_com-leader-1','ezslot_11',114,'0','0'])};__ez_fad_position('div-gpt-ad-ieltsbuddy_com-leader-1-0'); there are many benefits to reading electronic books. the space required for storing electronic books is very small compared to the space
required for storing printed books. electronic books can be stored in small pen drives or in cds and it is easy to carry them around. actually hundreds of books can be stored in a small pen drive. by contrast, a large amount of space is required to store paper books. people usually need a room to keep their academic books.

another advantage is that people can buy ebooks online and download them to their device within seconds of completing the purchase. but if they buy paper books online, they have to wait for days or even weeks before their order is delivered. better still, ebooks are eco-friendly. since they do not require paper, no trees are
cut down to produce ebooks. in addition, it is possible to get books published in different parts of the world. people can read books which are usually not available in their local stores.the biggest disadvantage of ebooks is that they require us to stare at a screen for a long time and thus they may cause eye strain and other

problems. more and more people have vision problems in the modern world because of the extensive use of computers. however, when compared to the convenience ebooks provide, this problem is negligible and also, vision protection screens for computers are available now.in conclusion, it is not hard to see that ebooks are
better than paper books in many aspects. they are portable and they dont occupy physical space. they might cause eye strain but it can be easily prevented by using protective screens. 5ec8ef588b
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